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Abstract A less studied component of gaze allocation in
dynamic real-world scenes is the time lag of eye movements in responding to dynamic attention-capturing events.
Despite the vast amount of research on anticipatory gaze
behaviour in natural situations, such as action execution
and observation, little is known about the predictive nature
of eye movements when viewing different types of natural
or realistic scene sequences. In the present study, we
quantify the degree of anticipation during the free viewing
of dynamic natural scenes. The cross-correlation analysis
of image-based saliency maps with an empirical saliency
measure derived from eye movement data reveals the
existence of predictive mechanisms responsible for a nearzero average lag between dynamic changes of the environment and the responding eye movements. We also show
that the degree of anticipation is reduced when moving
away from natural scenes by introducing camera motion,
jump cuts, and film-editing.
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Introduction
Over the last decades, much research has explored the
factors that drive eye movements during the viewing of
natural, real-world scenes. While most work on gaze
allocation in naturalistic scenes has dealt with static stimuli, the study of Itti [15] was among the first to confirm on
real-world complex videos that humans look at video
regions of higher bottom-up salience than would be
expected by chance. Authors found that motion and image
transients are more predictive for eye movements than
static features, such as colour, intensity, or orientation.
Moreover, Carmi and Itti [4] have shown on MTV-style
video clips that dynamic visual cues can play an important
causal role in drawing attention. ’t Hart et al. [29] went
further and used recordings of a mobile eyetracking setup
to replay the visual input (during in- and outdoor exploration) in the laboratory, under head-fixed viewing conditions. The study showed that gaze recorded in the lab can
predict reasonably well eye positions in the real-world, but
the temporal continuity of the scene is of importance. Eye
movements have been collected and examined on a wide
variety of dynamic realistic stimulus types (i.e. video categories). Gaze allocation has been studied while people
watched Hollywood movies [11, 28], video games, or even
driving scenes [7, 31].
The present work is aimed to focus on a less studied
component of gaze allocation in dynamic real-world
scenes: it investigates the average time lag of eye movements during the free viewing of natural or realistic videos.
Due to the anatomical structure of the eye, a sophisticated oculomotor system is needed to direct the fovea, the
small high-resolution area of the retina, to regions of
interest within the periphery. This is achieved by saccades—rapid eye movements by which we shift our line of
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sight. However, the required neural processing introduces a
certain delay until the oculomotor system reacts to a visual
stimulus. In a typical laboratory setup, it takes about
200 ms until a saccade is made towards a spatially and
temporally unpredictable target [2, 5]. This delay can, in
principle, obstruct immediate reaction to potentially critical
events in everyday life. Yet, we are not hindered in our
daily activities by this inherent lag in the visual feedback,
most likely due to anticipation of the course of future
events.
Early studies have shown the existence of predictive
mechanisms if the target’s spatial and temporal characteristics, such as amplitude, direction, and onset, are
known a priori. For example, anticipatory saccades, with
near-zero or even negative latencies, occur when the
target systematically moves back and forth between two
fixed locations [8, 27]. Unlike in passive, free-viewing
scenarios, a number of experiments investigating eye
movements during natural interaction with the environment, have found that the human visual system can
benefit from expectations and prior knowledge about the
surrounding world: eye movement patterns were examined during the performance of well-learned everyday
tasks, such as tea- and sandwich-making [19, 22], handwashing [24], and driving [20]. These studies show that
in everyday life eye movements are ‘‘proactive, anticipating actions rather than just responding to stimuli’’
[18]. That is, saccades are often made to predicted
locations of expected events even in advance of the
event. However, these authors stress that eye movement
patterns are highly task-specific: they seem to be influenced by some learned internal model of the performed
actions [13, 18]. More recent experiments examined gaze
patterns in more dynamic environments, during the execution of actions requiring specific physical skills. These
studies confirm the proactive nature of eye movement
control. For example, in the ball game cricket, experienced batsmen make high-precision anticipatory saccades
to predict the ball’s trajectory [21]. Similar results were
reported when gaze patterns of elite-shooters [26] and
experienced squash players [6] were compared to that of
novices. The main conclusion of these studies is that
these predictive mechanisms may have evolved by
learning the dynamic properties of the surrounding world
(here, of the ball). These studies present evidence for
predictive mechanisms during the execution of different
natural tasks.
Furthermore, anticipation is found also during action
observation. Experiments have shown that predictions are
made also during the viewing of block stacking and model
building tasks [9, 10, 23]. When subjects watch a block
stacking task, their gaze anticipates the hand movements of
the actor, as if they performed the task themselves.
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Based on these findings, the present study addresses the
question: to what extent does the human visual system
benefit from predictive mechanisms during the free viewing of dynamic natural scenes? Furthermore, how does the
visual system adjust the degree of predictability? Our
interest in these questions arose in connection with our
work on eye movement prediction in dynamic real-world
environments. Our simple model of visual saliency uses
low-level image properties to predict where humans look in
dynamic scenes [32]. A critical issue, often neglected in the
design of computational saliency models, is when exactly a
salient location is fixated. Depending on the degree of
predictability of a salient event, saccades may lag, coincide
with, or even anticipate the event. In the present study, we
quantify the average time lag between salient events in the
natural scene and the eye movements responding to the
events. Insights into these questions may have important
implications for the design of computational models of
visual saliency.
Most models of visual attention are based on the concept
of a saliency map, which topographically encodes stimulus
conspicuity [17]. At every location in the visual scene,
simple features such as edges, contrast, or colour are stored
in feature-activation maps and then combined together to
form a global saliency map. In the following, we will refer
to these maps as ‘‘analytical saliency maps’’, as they are
computed analytically by means of local low-level image
properties.
Outline of the Approach
To measure the delay between events in a video and saccades towards these events, we temporally aligned analytical saliency maps with an ‘‘empirical’’ saliency measure
based on real gaze data (see Fig. 1 for a sketch of the
analysis). According to our hypothesis, a dynamic event,
such as the appearance of an object (e.g. the car on the left),
would yield a local spatio-temporal maximum in our
dynamic analytical saliency measures (middle row in
Fig. 1). After a certain time, any saccade made towards this
dynamic event would, in turn, yield a local spatio-temporal
maximum in the empirical saliency map (bottom row). To
determine this time lag, analytical and empirical saliency
can be cross-correlated, that is, multiplied when shifted
against each other in time by varying amounts. Therefore,
the time lag at which the cross-correlation function reaches
its maximum denotes the average response delay.
Here, we use the analytical saliency measure introduced
in [32] to predict gaze-capturing events. It is a simple and
fast alternative to state-of-the-art saliency algorithms (e.g.
[16]), requiring less parameter tuning and providing comparable prediction results [33]. A brief overview of the
model is given in Sect. 2.2.
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Fig. 1 Different (x, y) and (x, t) slices of the spatio-temporal volume
of a video and corresponding analytical and empirical saliency maps.
Top row Three neighbouring (but not consecutive) frames (i.e.
(x, y) slices) of a video and a horizontal (x, t) slice of the movie cube
at fixed y = 400 pixels (red horizontal line in the spatial screenshots).
For the (x, t) slice, time axis is along the horizontal direction. Here,
the time of the sudden appearance of the car is marked by the red
vertical line. Middle row Corresponding frames from the analytical
saliency map (invariant K of the structure tensor). The sudden

appearance of a car from left yields a strong response in the analytical
saliency map. Bottom row Empirical saliency map based on raw gaze
samples of all subjects. Attention is drawn to the salient event
(appearance of the car in the scene), but the eyes arrive at the target
only after a certain time lag. Saccadic responses yield a spatiotemporal maximum in the empirical saliency map. The two saliency
maps can be cross-correlated, when shifted against each other in time,
to determine the average time lag between the two maps (colour
figure online)

Methods

Moving Camera and Edited Videos

Stimuli and Data Collection

As a control data set, we use the CRCNS eye-1 database1
[14], a benchmark data set for the analysis of eye movement data on complex video stimuli. The database consists
of 100 video clips (640 9 480 pixels, 30 Hz) and the gaze
data of eight human subjects freely viewing these videos.
In the current study, we used a subset of 50 clips and their
corresponding eye traces called ‘‘original’’ experiment
[14, 15]. The sequences include indoor and outdoor scenes,
television broadcasts (commercials, sports, news, talkshows,
etc.), and video games. In case of all videos, transitions
between shots are achieved by camera movements, such as
panning, tilting, and zooming. Besides these, transitions are
realized in television clips (23 out of 50) through jump cuts
and special video editing effects, such as fading, dissolving, and wiping. Text overlays are also common. The total
number of saccades extracted from the raw gaze data with
the aforementioned saccade detection procedure was about
11,000.

Natural Dynamic Scenes with Static Camera
In a free-viewing task, 54 participants watched 18 highresolution (HDTV standard, 1,280 9 720 pixels,
29.97 Hz) natural outdoor video sequences with a duration of about 20 s each. The clips depicted real-world
outdoor scenes: people in a pedestrian area (on the beach,
playing in a park), populated streets and roundabouts,
animals. The videos were displayed at 45 cm viewing
distance and at a visual angle of 48 9 27 degrees, so that
the maximum spatial frequency of the display was 13.3
cycles per degree. The commercially available videographic eye tracker EyeLink II was used to record gaze
data at 250 Hz. The experiment was conducted using two
computers, the first of which was used to display the
videos, while the second ran the eye tracking software.
Recordings were performed in Karl Gegenfurtner’s lab at
the Dept. of Psychology of Giessen University. To synchronize gaze recording and video timing, the display of a
new movie frame was signalled to the tracking computer
with a UDP packet sent over a dedicated Gigabit Ethernet
link; there, these packets were stored together with the
gaze data using common timestamps by the manufacturer’s software. From these recordings, about 40,000
saccades were extracted using a dual-threshold velocitybased procedure [3].

Analytical Saliency Measures
In search of saccade triggering stimuli, we use a simple
measure to detect salient events in the video. We have
previously shown that the intrinsic dimension of the visual
signal can be used to predict saccade targets in natural
dynamic scenes [32]. The intrinsic dimension describes
1

http://www.crcns.org/data-sets/eye/eye-1.
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how many parameters (or degrees of freedom) are necessary to locally represent the observed data. Thus, locally a
movie can be i0D (static and homogeneous regions),
i1D (stationary edges, uniform regions that change in
time), i2D (corners, edges that change in time), and
i3D (space-time corners, non-constant motion).
In estimating the intrinsic dimension, we use the structure
tensor J, defined in terms of the spatio-temporal gradient of
the video intensity function f ðx; y; tÞ ð f : R3 ! RÞ:
2 2
3
Z
fx fx fy fx ft
ð1Þ
J ¼ 4 fx fy fy2 fy ft 5dX;
X
2
fx ft fy ft ft
where subscripts denote partial derivatives and X is a
spatio-temporal smoothing kernel. The intrinsic dimension
of f corresponds to the rank of the matrix J and may be
derived from the eigenvalue analysis of J or from its
symmetric invariants defined as:
H ¼ 1=3 traceðJÞ ¼ k1 þ k2 þ k3
S ¼ jM11 j þ jM22 j þ jM33 j ¼ k1 k2 þ k2 k3 þ k1 k3 ;

ð2Þ

K ¼ determinantðJÞ ¼ k1 k2 k3
where ki are eigenvalues and |Mij| are minors (i.e. determinants of submatrices) of J. If K = 0, the intrinsic
dimension is 3 (i3D); if S = 0, it is at least i2D; and if
H = 0, it is at least i1D.
Previously, we have shown that eye movement predictability increases with the intrinsic dimension: the
higher the intrinsic dimension the higher the predictive
power [32].
To improve noise resilience, we performed our analysis on a lowpass-filtered video (6.6 cycles/degree) that
was created by filtering the video with a 5-tap spatial
binomial filter and downsampling it (in space) by a
factor of two.
To obtain the structure tensor J, partial derivatives were
calculated by first smoothing the input with spatio-temporal
3-tap binomial kernels, and then applying [-1, 0, 1] kernels
to compute the differences of neighbouring pixel values.
The smoothing of the products of derivatives (with X) was
done with another spatio-temporal 3-tap Gaussian. In principle, pooling these derivatives over a larger spatio-temporal neighbourhood is desirable for a robust computation of J,
but for the present analysis, localized responses were more
important than robustness against noise.
In addition to being symmetric, the above filter kernels
are centred at the detected events, i.e. are non-causal. Note
that with a non-causal filter, the output can anticipate the
next event. For our purpose, however, a non-causal filter is
more appropriate as its output is maximal at the time of the
event, whereas the maximum response of a causal filter
would be lagging behind the event and, therefore, would
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decrease the separation between the analytical and empirical saliency measures.
One might argue that for registering the temporal events
with eye movements, it would suffice to consider simple
temporal differences, but we prefer to register those spatiotemporal events that yield the highest degree of
predictability.
Empirical Saliency Measures
Average Scanpaths (Fixation Density Distribution)
We defined our empirical saliency measure as the density of the gaze points averaged over all subjects. These
probability maps were computed for each video, by
placing two-dimensional spatial Gaussians at each
fixation location of all subjects, similarly to the wellknown fixation density distribution [34]. The Gaussian
kernels had a spatial support of about 4.8 degrees of
visual angle and a standard deviation r of 0.25. The
superposition of these Gaussians resulted in the empirical
saliency map.

Average Saccades (Saccade Density Distribution)
In the standard approach, all raw gaze samples are used for
creation of the empirical saliency map, which includes
samples throughout or even to the end of fixations,
although ultimately we are interested only in fixation
onsets. Therefore, we also created much sparser empirical
saliency maps with the above parameters but using only the
saccade landing points of all subjects.
Single Saccades
As the traditional empirical saliency map contains gaze
data of several viewers, saccadic responses to a certain
salient event might arrive at slightly different times
within a short time interval. How does this influence our
analysis? To gain a deeper understanding of the underlying causes, we also examined the average time lag of
individual saccades in responding to changes in the
visual scene. For each saccade, we created a sparse
response map (similar to the empirical saliency), by
placing a single two-dimensional Gaussian at the endpoint of the saccade. Individually, saccade landing points
are more prone to noise than the full empirical saliency
map. However, they are more localized in space–time
and in such a large number of samples (about 40,000
saccades in the first data set of natural outdoor scenes),
noise should cancel out.
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Normalized Cross-Correlation
Our analysis is based on the cross-correlation of the above
described saliency maps shifted, relative to each other, in
the time domain [12]. The normalized cross-correlation
function (ncc) between two spatio-temporal signals f and
g is defined as
nccðf ; g; sÞ
P


Þ
x;y;t ð f ðx; y; tÞ  f Þ  ðgðx; y; t þ sÞ  g
ﬃ
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frames. Here, we are less concerned with the absolute
values of the correlation coefficient obtained for the different time lags, but with the value of the time shift at
which the maximum correlation occurs. We will mainly
restrict ourselves to invariant K, as it proved to be superior
to the other invariants in terms of eye movement predictability. However, we shall show that the observations also
hold for the other invariants.
Natural Dynamic Scenes with Static Camera

where s is the temporal offset and f and g stand for the DC
components (means) of the two signals. ncc was computed
for each analytical and empirical saliency map pair. To
determine the correlation expected by chance, as a control
condition, we randomly paired analytical and empirical
saliency maps of different movies and proceeded as above.
This shuffling of scanpaths and videos among each other is
a standard procedure in relating low-level image features to
gaze data [25, 30].

Results
In our analysis, we shifted the empirical saliency relative to
the analytical saliency one frame per temporal unit
(approximately 33.367 ms in the first movie set of natural
outdoor scenes with static camera and 33.333 ms in the
CRCNS eye-1 movie set), within a range of 61 (±30)

(a) 0.16 Average cross−correlation curves − (invariant K)

Figure 2 summarizes results obtained for cross-correlating
the analytical with the average empirical saliency map of
all subjects. Mean correlation coefficients for the 18
movies are plotted against the frame shift in Fig. 2a (red
cross curve). A positive lag of t ms indicates that the
empirical saliency map follows the invariant movie by
t ms. The maximum of the averaged coefficients, for correlating invariant K with the empirical saliency map
(‘‘average scanpaths’’ case), is detected at a lag of
66.73 ms (i.e. two frames).
As can be expected, the maximum is slightly shifted in
time to the left when the fixation data are discarded
(‘‘average saccades’’ case—dotted curve in Fig. 2a). In this
case, quite surprisingly, highest average correlation is
found at -33.36 ms, i.e., on average, the empirical saliency
map was ahead of the analytical map by one frame. In both
conditions (empirical saliency based on raw gaze samples
and on saccade endpoints only), mean correlation curves
have a Gaussian-like shape and a pronounced peak,

(b)

rand

0.12
0.1
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Normalized correlation coefficient
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Fig. 2 The empirical saliency map (ES) is offset (with respect to the
analytical saliency map—AS) along the time dimension by one frame
(33.367 ms) per temporal unit within a predetermined range (±30
frames). A correlation coefficient is calculated for each individual
frame shift. a Average correlation coefficients over all movies are
plotted against the frame shift (red cross ES based on average
scanpaths, red dot ES based on average saccades, blue asterisk

H

S

K

rand

Saliency measures − invariant type

random AS–ES pairing). The dashed vertical line represents the
normal mean value of the saccadic reaction time (in the order of
200 ms) to unpredictable targets [2]. b Box plot comparing distributions of correlation peaks over the movie set for the AS measures
H, S, K, and random AS–ES pairing (middle line median, box upper
and lower quartile, whiskers data extent, plus sign outliers) (colour
figure online)
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whereas randomly pairing and then correlating analytical
and empirical maps of different videos yields a flat curve
(asterisk curve in Fig. 2a).
In the following, we will restrict our considerations to an
empirical map based on saccade endpoints only, because,
as results suggest, raw gaze data introduce further undesired shifts in the eye movement response.
The box plot in Fig. 2b shows the distribution (over the
18 movies) of time shifts at which maximum correlation
was measured. Here, we compare the distributions of
correlation peaks obtained for the three invariants, H, S,
and K, and for the random analytical–empirical pairing
case. As already expected, for the invariants, the peaks
are all centred around 0 ms with only few exceptions
(red crosses in Fig. 2b). For example, for invariant K, the
correlation peaks of two movies are identified at very
large negative offsets, meaning that the response in the
empirical saliency preceded the signal by an unrealistically large amount of time. An inspection of the shape of
the individual correlation curves indicates that these two
curves are flatter than those of the other movies, with no
pronounced peaks. Indeed, a closer look at the content of
these movies reveals that they are of almost still-life

Average cross−correlation curves − (invariant K)
0.04

Distribution of correlation−coefficient peaks

1600

sacc
rand

0.035

1400
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200
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750 1000
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(b)

Saccade count

Normalized correlation−coefficient

(a)

Saccade count

Fig. 3 Individual saccade
landing points cross-correlated
with the analytical saliency map
K. a Average correlation
coefficients over all saccade
endpoints (red dot landing
points, blue asterisk shuffled
locations). Peak identified at
-33.36 ms (-1 frame).
b Distribution of time shifts
(over all saccades) with
maximum correlation.
c Histogram of the distribution
of saccades sorted according to
the difference between the
correlation curves’ extreme
points. A threshold is set at the
mean of the differences
removing around 60% of
saccades with a flatness measure
smaller than the mean measured
‘‘flatness’’. d Distribution of
correlation peaks of curves after
thresholding (colour figure
online)

character (e.g. unpopulated bridge) and so, as invariant
K is only sensitive to dynamic content, it is not surprising
that the correlation curves have no distinctive peaks. In
the following, unrealistically large positive and negative
shifts are considered outliers.
Overall, we found that the three distributions of the
invariants are very similar with a median of one frame
(33.367 ms) for invariant H, -16.68 ms for invariant S,
and 0 ms for K. Unlike the concentrated distributions of the
invariants, the lags at which maximum correlation occurs
in the random pairing case are scattered throughout the
correlation window.
Results for correlating invariant K with individual saccades are shown in Fig. 3. The maximum of the average
correlation curves of all saccades is here, too, identified at
-33.367 ms (Fig. 3a). The average correlation curve has
again a pronounced peak when compared to the curve of
the control condition. However, the peak around 0 ms in
the distribution of the time shifts with maximum correlation (in Fig. 3b) is not very distinctive. This is again due to
low values of K resulting in a flat correlation curve with no
pronounced peaks. To measure the curves’ ‘‘flatness’’, we
used the following simple measure: in Fig. 3c, we sorted

0
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Fig. 4 Mean correlation curves when cross-correlating individual
saccades with the invariant K (CRCNS eye-1 data set). For the
‘‘original’’ experiment: averaging over correlation curves of all
movies (red dot), computer game videos (blue cross), TV-clips (green
asterisk), outdoor scenes (magenta plus sign), and randomly shuffled
locations (black diamond) (colour figure online)

the curves according to the difference of maximum and
minimum correlation values over the frame shifts. The
more curved the correlation line, the larger this difference.
Indeed, when plotting in Fig. 3d only the distribution of
saccades for which this difference exceeded the mean of all
differences (i.e. 0.26), the peak becomes more prominent.
Nevertheless, this simple measure cannot eliminate outliers, such as peaks at implausibly large time offsets.
Moving Camera and Edited Videos
Next, we compare these findings with those obtained on the
CRCNS eye-1 data set. When cross-correlating invariant
K with individual saccades, a noticeable shift is observed in
the location of the peak of the mean correlation coefficients
(red dotted curve in Fig. 4). The correlation maximum is
here identified at about 133.33 ms (four frames). This
larger average time shift could, however, be explained by
the fact that a significant number of the clips (television
broadcasts and quasi-realistic computer game scenes) are
physically quite different from real-world natural scenes.
Jump cuts, camera movements, and movie-editing techniques introduce unnatural temporal discontinuities which
could entail delayed oculomotor responses. For instance,
movie cuts elicit reorienting saccades towards the centre
of the screen. To further investigate whether the presence
of camera motion and movie-editing techniques affects
average response delays, we categorized the fifty movie
sequences into three groups based on stimulus type:
TV-broadcasts (23 clips), computer games (9 videos), and
outdoor scenes (17 sequences; parks, crowds, rooftop bar).

moving camera & edited

0

200

400 600 800 1000 1200
Correlation window size (ms)

1500

Fig. 5 Offsets of correlation curve peaks when the correlation
window size is varied. Individual saccades were cross-correlated
with the invariant K. Blue circle first movie set of outdoor scenes with
static camera, red asterisk moving camera and edited videos (colour
figure online)

Note that the outdoor scenes, too, were captured using
basic camera movement techniques (i.e. tilt, pan, and
zoom). We excluded from our analysis a synthetic clip of a
disc drifting on a textured background. Average crosscorrelation curves of the three stimulus groups are plotted
in Fig. 4. Although the three curves reach their maximum
at very similar time shifts (at about 133.33 ms), notice the
difference in how peaked the curves are. The correlation
curve of the quasi-realistic computer game stimuli is the
most sharply peaked, whereas the curve of the more natural
outdoor scenes reaches a plateau at around -66.66 ms after
which only limited increase occurs. Considering that we
are looking at averages of several individual correlation
curves, a pronounced peak and high correlation values (e.g.
as in the case of computer games) suggest that the majority
of the underlying individual curves reach their maximum at
roughly the same time lag. In case of the outdoor scenes,
however, the distribution of time shifts at which a peak
occurs is more scattered; therefore, averaged coefficient
values are lower and the maximum is not very pronounced.
Finally, we show that the size of the sliding window has
no impact on the outcome of the correlation analysis. In
Fig. 5, we plotted, for various correlation window sizes, the
offsets of the peaks (of mean correlation curves) for the
two movie sets (blue circle—dynamic scenes with static
camera, red asterisk—moving camera and edited videos).
When the window is smaller than the actual optimal offset,
the peak is detected at the border of the correlation window, otherwise the curves are almost flat, i.e. offsets are
consistent, with only small fluctuations of one frame in
case of the dynamic scenes with static camera. Here, peaks
were detected at an offset of either -1 or 0 frames.
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Discussion
An often neglected question in the design of computational
models of saliency is what the typical response lag is to
changes in the visual scene. The choice of a specific value
is typically motivated by laboratory investigations of
saccadic response latencies to synthetic stimuli. In [4] for
instance, authors manually choose a particular latency that
agrees with the timing of human saccades in the context of
a synthetic test clip. However, depending on the stimulus
type, the average lag can vary quite substantially: in [18],
authors distinguished between ‘‘reactive saccades of the
laboratory’’ (having positive lags) and ‘‘proactive saccades
of normal life’’ (with near-zero or even negative lags). In
this study, we aimed to infer the mean response delay, in
laboratory settings under head-fixed viewing conditions,
when free-viewing dynamic natural scenes. Using crosscorrelation analysis of analytical saliency maps (encoding
saccade-triggering changes in the video) and spatio-temporal fixation maps (encoding eye movement responses to
the salient events), we identified the time shift at which the
two maps have the maximum correlation. We then averaged results over several movies or individual saccades to
determine the mean lag in the stimulus class of natural
videos. In addition, we examined whether this average
response delay differs from that obtained on similar natural
and quasi-natural (video game) stimuli, which were captured using basic camera movement techniques and,
depending on the movie type, postprocessed with video
editing software.
In the first data set of dynamic natural scenes, we
found a near-zero mean lag, meaning that, on average,
reactions to salient events coincided with or even slightly
preceded the events themselves. This result was consistent
for all analytical saliency maps (invariants H, S, and
K) and both when scanpaths of all subjects and individual
saccades were cross-correlated with analytical maps. This
somewhat surprising finding may be attributable to an
adaptation of the human visual system to the environmental dynamics of the surrounding world. Most dynamic
events in natural scenes are, at least to some extent,
predictable. Such anticipatory mechanisms (e.g. looking
ahead of the movement) imply some sort of scene
knowledge of the dynamic characteristics of the environment that is due, for instance, to experience with the
physical laws of motion.
In line with the studies on task-specific gaze control
[9, 13], one could also speculate that, during the viewing of
a particular scene, observers might identify certain higherlevel (hidden) tasks and actions, such as playing beach ball,
walking on a bridge, driving in a roundabout. If we think of
the free viewing of natural videos as action observation of
what is happening in the video, possessed knowledge about
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these actions could possibly generate anticipatory gaze
behaviour.
Note that we are here not aiming at explaining gaze
behaviour with a simple bottom-up model but merely at
measuring the time lag between events in the video and the
responding eye movements. We use a plausible model of
bottom-up saliency simply to improve the measurement of
this time lag. In other words, our bottom-up saliency model
based on the invariants merely serves as an ‘‘event detector’’. The fact that this time lag is small can indeed be
attributed to top–down mechanisms but our result does not
depend on such interpretations. The anticipation that we
find can be due to many different predictive mechanisms
starting from very simple (low-level) models, such as a
Kalman filter, to more complex (high-level) ones, such as
action planning. Given this possible continuum of mechanisms of increasing complexity, it seems unnecessary to
draw a ‘‘bottom-up top-down borderline’’.
The analysis of the second set of complex stimuli
(CRCNS eye-1 data set) reveals a longer average delay of
about 133 ms between a dynamic event in the scene and
saccades responding to it. We argue that, due to the
presence of jump cuts, camera motion, and other movie
editing techniques, the amount of bottom-up influence in
these stimuli is, on average, higher than in truly natural
scenes. The introduced temporal discontinuities and the
sudden appearance of text overlays in television broadcasts trigger a high number of reactive saccades. Similarly, to passive observers, the moves of the video game
character are less predictable than to the game player
himself. Looking at the average correlation curves of the
three video subsets (TV-clips, games, and outdoor
scenes), the curve of the outdoor scenes pops out. Its
global maximum is identified shortly after the overall
average of 133 ms but mean correlation values are comparably high already beginning with -66.66 ms. This
could suggest that, in comparison with the first set of
natural outdoor movies in which the great majority of
saccades were rather predictive (therefore, the peak
shortly before zero), here the ratio of visually guided and
anticipatory saccades is more balanced.
Computational models of attention either assume no
time shift between their analytical saliency maps and the
responding eye movements, or they do not try to optimize
this value but use subjective observations [4]. We argue
that by introducing an artificial time lag adjusted to the
stimulus type (i.e. eliciting maximum response in the
analytical saliency at the time of the expected gaze
response, not at the time of the event), saliency models
could significantly increase their performance in predicting
eye movements. As an alternative, temporal uncertainty
could be introduced in the model in order to account for the
different stimulus-specific time lags [32].
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Our primary motivation to investigate this problem
stems from our work on integrating gaze into future visual
and communication systems by measuring and guiding eye
movements2 [1]. To perform gaze guidance, we derive
transformations that alter the saliency distribution of the
scene in real-time. In such a scenario, the right timing of
the so-called gaze-capturing events is critical for achieving
the desired effect, i.e. for attention to be drawn to a specific
movie region at a specific time, the temporal placement of
the gaze-capturing event must take into consideration the
stimulus-specific average response lag.
In summary, in this study, we have characterized a
special class of visual stimuli, namely, that of real-world
natural scenes, in terms of the typical time lags between
salient changes in the scene and the responding eye
movements. To measure this typical time lag, we temporally aligned analytical spatio-temporal saliency maps with
response maps encoding saccadic reaction to the salient
events. We argue that the near-zero average lag could be
attributable to an adaptation of the human visual system to
the (often predictable) dynamics of the environment. We
show that the degree of anticipation is reduced when
moving away from natural scenes by introducing cuts,
camera motion, and film-editing. Finally, we suggest that
the stimulus dependent mean response lag should be an
important consideration in the design of computational
models of visual saliency and provide a method for computing the average time shift between movie events and eye
movements.
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